As I sit down to work on our bull sale catalogue, I can’t help but to reflect on how much has happened in the last year, 2017, we have seen monumental change in our lives.

Last May our family expanded when Apryl and I welcomed another boy into the family. Toby is beginning to get busy and already trying to keep up with Ella & Wyatt. During the summer we purchased and moved a mobile home to the farm, in hopes of providing our kids the chance to grow up on the farm as we both did. In the fall we increased the cow herd by purchasing a commercial cow herd of 74 females, putting us just over 200 head to calve this winter.

One of the largest changes for us was the purchase of Grant Lodge Farm last winter from Grandpa & Grandma. The farm is now seeing the fifth generation on the original homestead.

By far the largest change, last winter after a short battle with cancer we lost Grandpa Dave, the backbone and heart of Grant Lodge Farm! Things haven’t been the same around the farm without Grandpa, but one day at a time and with lots of family help, here we are in 2018.

With all the change in the last year the one thing that hasn’t changed is our love and passion for raising Angus and Simmental cattle.

We would like to extend our deepest thank you to all of you who have supported our program over the years. Without all of you, we couldn’t do what we love! It's with your continued support that Grant Lodge Farm continues to be successful and has the opportunity to raise another generation of livestock enthusiasts.

Once again this year we have a strong offering of Simmental & Angus bulls for your appraisal. There are calving ease bulls, performance bulls, yearling bulls, & two year old bulls. Our Simmental bulls as well as a selection of younger Angus bulls and the two year olds will sell by private treaty off the farm. These bulls are deep in quality and competitively priced on a first come first serve basis. Again this year we will be consigning a group of our oldest yearling Angus bulls to the Lloydminster Pride of The Prairies Bull Sale on March 5.

All of our bulls will be kept and delivered to you at your convenience at no charge, as we believe that customer service has to be our first priority.

We would like to invite you to come out to the farm for a coffee and a tour of the bull pen & cow herd at any time.

John & Apryl Grant & Family
John Cell (306) 441-7984

In Memory of Dave Grant
1925 - 2017
**Grant Lodge Farms**

John & Apryl Grant  
Box 369, Edam, SK  S0M 0V0  
(306) 441-7984  
Email: John.Grant@sasktel.net  
Located 6.5 miles west of Edam.

**Herd Health Plan**

Bovi Shield Gold Vaccinated, Blackleg  
Ultra 8 vaccinated, Ivomec  
Bulls are vaccinated against Foot Rot.

Bulls sold off the farm require a 25% deposit with the remainder due at time of delivery.

All bulls are developed on a Coop bull pellet ration with free choice grass hay and free choice Rio Nutrition mineral.

All bulls are semen tested and purchaser will be provided a semen soundness evaluation.

We will keep all bulls and deliver them at your convenience at no cost, this includes the bulls from the Lloydminster Pride of The Prairies Bull Sale.

**Our Warranty is Simple**

We 100% guarantee our bulls.  
We guarantee that you will have a bull to breed your cows.

We keep extra bulls for our customers to use in case of a bull injury.

If a problem should arise with your purchase, we will give you a bull to use for breeding season and a full credit to next year’s sale offering.
Our Simmental bull offering is once again small in quantity, but high in quality. This year’s Simmental bulls are the most consistent top quality group we have had. We continue to breed for moderate birth weights combined with weaning performance. Our goal and vision is to breed around great cow families and that means sourcing bulls with strong maternal strength. We have 2 AI sired calves, and the rest are sired by our walking herd bull WLB 388B.
Grants Vision 10E
BPG122963  GLF 10E  07 JANUARY 2017

EPDs... CE 12.0  BW 2.4  WW 72.0  YW 108.0  MILK 24.7  MCE 8.8  MWWT 60.6
Grants Vision 10E is the product of the popular AI bull CCF Vision, and a first calf Wheatland Red Hummer daughter. 10E has a smooth, small head, a clean, smooth shoulder, then he explodes with depth of rib, width of top, capacity, depth and thickness of quarter all in a well-balanced package. An awesome haired bull that will provide calving ease and maternal strength. A bull that has to be seen to be truly appreciated.

Price $6000

Grants Kill Switch 27E
PG122970  GLF 27E  19 JANUARY 2017

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
HR/RR MS CANDACE T73
ANKONIAN RED CAESAR
GRANTS POCOHOTAS 1W
IPU RED POCOHOTAS 139M

EPDs... CE 3.6  BW 5.0  WW 76.4  YW 110.9  MILK 23.6  MCE 4.3  MWWT 61.8
Our red blaze faced son of the record selling Wheatland Kill Switch and out of one of our most consistent red cows. 27E is a wide topped, long, massive made bull. He has tons of hair, and that blaze face we all look for. Homo Polled.

Price $4000
Grants Mr. Caliber 47E
BPG1222972 GLF 47E 06 FEBRUARY 2017

**BW**
98

**WW ADJ**
758

**WLB ROUGHNECK 366R 377W**

**WLB BULL 377W 388B**

**WLB 462P LUCY 373T**

**JHSN NEW EDITION 126X**

**GRANTS POCAHONTAS 33Z**

**GRANTS POCAHOTAS 1W**

EPDs: CE 5.1 BW 4.2 WW 70.3 YW 100.1 MILK 23.2 MCE 8.1 MWWT 58.3

Grants Mr. Caliber 47E comes from the same cow family as 27E. He is the longest bull in the pen, has a strong top, lots of muscle, and is clean made. A bull who is extremely sound with the ability to add pounds to his calf crop. His full sister is one of our best bred heifers due to calve any day now. Homo Polled.

Price **$5000**

Grants Mr. Hard Rock 52E
BPG1223242 GLF 52E 10 FEBRUARY 2017

**BW**
92

**WW ADJ**
840

**WLB ROUGHNECK 366R 377W**

**WLB BULL 377W 388B**

**WLB 462P LUCY 373T**

**NCB COBRA 47Y**

**GRANTS POCAHONTAS 15B**

**GRANTS POCAHONTAS 7Z**

EPDs: CE 8.5 BW 2.9 WW 72.4 YW 103.3 MILK 23.4 MCE 11.9 MWWT 59.6

Grants Mr. Hard Rock 52E is one of our best. Sired by our walking herd bull WLB 388B. He is deep hearted, deep ribbed, deep flanked, with a huge top, and thick quarter. He is a very attractive individual that grabs your attention. He has a low and usable birthweight of 92 lbs. A bull that will raise a great set of replacement females. Homo Polled.

Price **$5000**
59E
Grants Mr. Bojangles 59E
BPG1222966 GLF 59E 24 FEBRUARY 2017

EPD's: CE 5.2, BW 2.4, WW 68.2, YW 96.1, MILK 24.5, MCE 10.5, MWWT 58.6. Our black blaze faced son of WLB 388B. 59E is a larger framed, long made bull. He is sound, athletic, and docile. His dam is a first calving Cash daughter that has lots of milk. A bull that is sure to add weaning weight to his calves.

Price $4000

60E
Grants Electric 60E
PG1222973 GLF 60E 26 FEBRUARY 2017

EPD's: CE 6.2, BW 2.0, WW 65.3, YW 94.0, MILK 26.1, MCE 10.0, MWWT 57.7. Grants Electric 60E is one of the most interesting red bulls we have raised. He is a deep dark red bull with a real presence and eye appeal about him. He's moderate framed, big topped, big butted bull with loads of hair and style. His dam is a heavy milking female, with a beautiful udder. The youngest bull in the pen, however, you would never know it when you tour. If you require a red bull be sure to come check out this chunk.

Price $5000
It is with great excitement that we are able to offer fresh new genetics for our repeat customers. The first calf crop from OAV Motown & Pedersen Confidence have not disappointed, and we anxiously await another calf crop from these two predictable high quality walking herd bulls. As well as some embryo calves from sires such as HF Kodiak, Mohnen South Dakota & CCC Merritt. We have 5 sons from 3 different sires off our embryo donor Grant Lodge Bride 3Y. It is really neat to see this group of bulls all from our strongest cow family, the Brides! Whether you’re looking for a heifer bull, a performance bull, or a strong maternal bull, we have bulls that will suit your needs.
Grant Lodge Merritt 8E
1965377  GLF 8E  07 JANUARY 2017

**8E**

**BW**
- 85

**WW ADJ**
- 697

EPDs: BW 4.3  WW 56  YW 99  MILK 25  TM 53  CE -1.5  MCE 5.0

Merritt 8E is the result of a flush we purchased from Pugh Farms. We chose to flush the great and proven donor GJP 86P to Merritt. It resulted in this bull calf and one heifer calf who is near the top of our replacement pen. 8E is a deep huge ribbed bull who is smooth made. His EPD's rank him in the top 15% of the breed for weaning, yearling, milk, and total maternal.

**Price $4500**

---

Grant Lodge Confidence 40E
1958703  GLF 40E  31 JANUARY 2017

**40E**

**BW**
- 85

**WW ADJ**
- 656

EPDs: BW 3.1  WW 41  YW 73  MILK 21  TM 42  CE 2.0  MCE 5.0

40E is another long, smooth made, refined bull. He's a moderate framed son of Pedersen Confidence. This bull will provide calving ease, while siring calves with hair and style. His young dam is proving to be one of our top up and coming females.

**Price $4000**
42E - Grant Lodge Confidence 42E
1958702  GLF 42E  31 JANUARY 2017

EPDs: BW 2.5  WW 38  YW 66  MILK 21  TM 40  CE 4.0  MCE 8.0
42E is stout, rugged, moderate framed bull. He carries a wide, long top, with depth of quarter and rib. He is big footed, and buffalo haired. His young Settler dam was purchased as a lead off female in the Early Sunset Production Sale in partnership with Mcfarlane Simmentals, for her moderate frame, her volume, and the cow family behind her.

Price $4500

48E - Grant Lodge Pfred 48E
1965342  GLF 48E  08 FEBRUARY 2017

EPDs: BW 3.8  WW 33  YW 59  MILK 16  TM 33  CE -1.0  MCE 5.0
Grant Lodge Pfred 48E is a calving ease bull with a smooth shoulder, deep rib and flank, a strong top and a quiet disposition. After evaluating him, his dam, and grand dam, all the guess work is gone. This cow family has tidy udders and rich milk. They have been amongst our best cow families on the farm. 48E will raise those top quality replacement females.

Price $4000
Grant Lodge Confidence 51E
1958705 GLF 51E 10 FEBRUARY 2017

51E
BAR-E-L MUCHMORE 155A
PEDERSEN CONFIDENCE 39C
MJT DARK DUCHESS 239P
DBRL 03M TITAN 4T
GRANT LODGE BRIDE 3Y
SANDY BAR BRIDE 74T

Two Year Old Bulls

Grants Kodiak 37D
SIMMENTAL BPG1174622 GLF 37D 12 FEBRUARY 2016

37D
WLB ROUGHNECK 366R 377W
WLB BULL 377W 388B
WLB 462P LLCY 373T
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 73T
SPRINGCREEK JACKIE 47M

EPDs... CE 1.8 BW 5.1 WW 73.0 YW 102.1 MILK 19.8 MCE 9.3 MWWT 56.3

Price $5000

Grant Lodge South Dakota 1D
ANGUS 1896689 GLF 1D 04 JANUARY 2016

1D
MOHNEN DENSITY 730
MOHNEN SOUTH DAKOTA 402
MOHNEN JLT 539
JSF HOWIE 36R
GRANT LODGE MISS INEZ 12W
MISS INEZ DON WOOD 19R

EPDs... BW 3.5 WW 86 YW 19 TM 48 CE -1.0 MCE 2.0

Price $6000 (Retaining 1/2 possession)

Simmental & Angus

Grants Touchdown 61D
SIMMENTAL BPG1174618 GLF 61D 16 MARCH 2016

61D
WLB ROUGHNECK 366R 377W
WLB BULL 377W 388B
WLB 462P LLCY 373T
LAZY S WHISTLER 523M
WINDMILL MS WHISLER 46R
WINDMILL MS HIGHWAY 166N

EPDs... CE 6.9 BW 2.7 WW 76.9 YW 106.4 MILK 26.8 MCE 9.2 MWWT 65.2

Price $5000

Grant Lodge Trojan 24D
ANGUS 1896696 GLF 24D 01 FEBRUARY 2016

24D
DBRL 03M TITAN 4T
LNS TROJAN 59Z
DBRL JENNIFER 1N
G A R GRID MAKER
ENNS PRIDEMAKER 2P
W B DIAMOND PRIDE

EPDs... BW 3.3 WW 35 YW 67 MILK 14 TM 32 CE 5.0 MCE 8.0

Price $4500
South Dakota 1E is moderate, thick square made, and deep bodied bull. He’s docile and has lots of hair. South Dakota 3E is a long, smooth made bull, who exhibits tremendous eye appeal. These two full embryo brothers are sired by the SEMEX AI bull Mohnen South Dakota, and out of our Bride 3Y donor. A full sister was our most popular heifer calf last August at the Northwest Summer Angus tour. These two bulls come from a pedigree full of great females.

**Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale**

Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018
A pair of embryo full brothers by HF Kodiak and off of our donor Bride 3Y. This pair of bulls provide calving ease, structural soundness, and lots of maternal strength. Bride 3Y is the dam of our high seller two years ago to Jullion Ranching. The Bride cow family continues to be the most dominant cow family on the farm. If you’re wanting to raise top quality replacement females, be sure to check out a son of a Bride!

**Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale**

Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018
Motown 16E is a moderate framed bull, who is extremely well balanced with a small head, clean smooth shoulder, yet has a big top, and lots of hip. 16E is a sure thing heifer bull, with generations of calving ease being off our new herd bull Motown, and off a first calving Upward 49Y daughter. He ranks in the top 4% of the breed for birth weight and calving ease, but also in the top 15% for weaning weight. A great combination of calving ease and performance. **Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale** Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018

Motown 24E is another son of Motown. He’s a big, stout, rugged, long, hairy bull with lots of performance and mass. He comes from one of our oldest cow families, the Morrison’s. A brother sold last year in Lloyd to Hidden Spruce Ranch. We purchased half interest in his sire OAV Motown 11B with Pugh Farms, because of his moderate frame, his mass, his easy fleshing ability, and his calving ease. **Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale** Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018
Grant Lodge Confidence 29E

EPDs... BW 1.7 WW 53 YW 88 MILK 27 TM 54 CE 7.0 MCE 9.0

Grant Lodge South Dakota 16D

Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale
Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018

Grant Lodge Pfred 32E

EPDs... BW 4.1 WW 51 YW 87 MILK 23 TM 49 CE -3.0 MCE 2.0

Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale
Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018

Bar-E-L Muchmore 155A
Pedersen Confidence 39C
Styles Upgrade J39
Coldstream Lady Heather 196Y
Coldstream Lady Heather 152W

Lamb’s Quarters Pfred 23Y
Day by Day Pfred 362C
Southland Flora 47Z
Duralta 307R Upward 49Y
Grant Lodge Lucy 38C
DBRL 94T Lucy 5W

Confidence 29E is the most complete and balanced calf we have ever raised. From his small head to his deep wide chest floor, into a smooth shoulder. Followed by explosive rib shape and width of top. He’s thick and deep quartered. Sound structured, hairy, and docile. It doesn’t matter what angle you view him from you will appreciate his overall mass, muscle, and easy fleshing ability. He was an easy winner of our People’s choice ballot at last summer’s Northwest Angus Tour. To top it off, he’s out of a great female. She raised our high selling bull last year to Matt Thompson, another son sold to Duriez Ranching and had a high selling female a few years ago to Wiwa Creek/ Young Dale Angus. You will travel a lot of miles to find a bull as complete as Grant Lodge Confidence 29E.

Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale
Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018

Day by Day Pfred 308C, was the $18,000 valued bull from the Short Grass Bull Sale.

Duralta 307R Upward 49Y Sire of Dam

Yealing Bulls

Grant Lodge Lady Heather 15C Maternal Sibling

Grant Lodge South Dakota 16D Maternal Sibling
A big Thank You to those who have supported us in the past:

Flying S Ranch  
Brian Pollock *  
Wade & Donna Cox *  
George Mckenzie *  
Little Willow Creek Ranch  
Jullion Brothers *  
Robert Blais  
Kobes Brothers *  
Duriez Ranching *  
PFRA – Jim Nugent *  
Steven Hupaelo  
Ken Tuplin *  
A & E Nault Farms *  
Rob Lindsay *  
Lyle Schneider *  
Joey LaClare *  

Larry & Carol Homeniuk  
Lone Spruce Ranch  
GJ Ranch *  
Leonard Boychuk  
James Simmonds  
Don Grigo  
Ken Booth  
Rodney Nault *  
Vince Charchun  
Pugh Farms *  
Double Bar D Farms  
Jayshaw Simmentals  
Deer Hill Ridge Angus  
Macnab Angus  
Youngdale Angus  
Wiwa Creek Angus  

Robb Farms  
Destiny Simmentals  
Percyview Farms  
Country Lane Angus  
Diamond B Ranch *  
Duralta Angus  
Sheidaghan Anghus  
Wayne Tulmudge *  
Roworth & Cameron Ranch  
Tom Bennie  
Pelchat Ranching  
Denis de Montarnal  
Matt Thompson  
Robert & Brenda Preece *  
Dave Johnson  

Wendell Johnson  
Kent Carson  
Darin Clifford  
Glen Smith  
Phil Staden  
Shaun Burzinski  
Paul Jetzke  
Brian Nattress  
Rick George  
BLH Enterprises  
Daryl & Vicki Mcmillian *  
Myron Halko  
Tim Nerbas  
Reid Ranching  
Ken Aiken

Confidence 38E is long smooth made bull, with lots of hair and style. You will appreciate his square, wide top, and his skeletal design. He has the frame, bone, and capacity to raise those heavy weaning steers. His dam is one of our original purebred females and is still raising some of our best calves. She has two sons working at Duriez Ranching, and another at Jullion Brothers.

Sells in the Pride of the Prairies Bull Sale  
Lloydminster, SK • March 5, 2018